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Version 1.0. // (See accompanying file LICENSE_1_0.txt or copy at // // See for the library home page.
// // File : $RCSfile$ // // Version : $Revision$ // // Description : implements specific class of 'intrusive'
cusotm iterators // *************************************************************************** #ifndef
BOOST_INTRUSIVE_ITERATOR_FWD_HPP #define BOOST_INTRUSIVE_ITERATOR_FWD_HPP #if
defined(BOOST_NO_TEMPLATE_PARTIAL_SPECIALIZATION) // Some versions of compilers doesn't
support partial template specialization // 1.2.1 #include #include namespace boost { // Defines
iterator_category typedef namespace detail { // it's ugly, but we owe it to extern "C" template struct
iterator_category_with_traits; } // namespace detail template struct iterator_traits; template class
value_iter_forwarder; } // namespace boost #endif //
BOOST_NO_TEMPLATE_PARTIAL_SPECIALIZATION #endif //
BOOST_INTRUSIVE_ITERATOR_FWD_HPP
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